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Angles equal, but...

We know that ifthe three sides ofa biangle are equal to the

three sides ofanother triangle, then these two triangles are

congment; and so for such triangles, the angles ofone are

equal to the angles ofthe other.

We also klow that instead of sides, if the angles of two
triangles are the same, they may not have equal sides. It is

easy to draw a pair oftriangles \ /ith the angles ofone equal

to the angles ofthe other, but the sides not equal. First draw

afiangle like this: 
A

B 4cm. C

Now draw another triangle with the bottom side 6 centimetres

instead of4 centimetres, as shown below

Two angles ofthe first triangle are equal to two angles ofthe
second. So, the third angles are also equal. (How much is

it?) Bu the lengths ofthe sides ofthese triangles are different.

Similar Trian

Same angles

Given a triangle, there are severalways
to draw another one with the same

angles, but ofdifferent size. Look at this
triangle:

Suppose we want to enlarge it without
altering the angles. We can extend the
Ieft and right sides as much as we want
and this won't change the top angle:

We get a triangle, however we close
the extended sides:

Ifthe two bottom angles are also to be

equal, how should we draw the bottom
line?

Can you prove that if the lines at the
bottom are parallel, then the triangles
would have equal angles?



By changing the length ofthe bottom side, can't we draw any

number of such fiangles?

Note another thing here. As we lengthen the bottom side, the

othertwo sides also become longer. In situatiors like this, where

the increase in one quantity results in the increase of other
quantities, what is our rsual question?

Is this change propotional?

In other words, if we double one side ofa triangle and draw

another triangle with the same angles, would the other sides

also be doubled? Would this hold, ifinstead ofdoubling a side,

we make it one and a half the original?

Of angles and sides

We are investigating whether two triangles with the same angles

have proportional sides. Look at these two triangles.

ln L^4BC and AXYZ,wehave lA = A, lB = lY , lC -
lZ. The lenglhs ofthe sides ofthe Al BC are a, b, c andthe

sides of LXY Z are ;r, y, z, as shovln in the picture. We want to

checkwhether.{=I=i

To compare a and;r, it is convenient to place them together.

Cut out two triangles like this in paper and put the smaller over

the larger, with the vertex C over the vertex Z. SinceZC - lZ,
we can place the triangles with the side BC over )/ Zand the

side CA over ZY. Also, in such aposition, the sidelB will be

parallel to-YI, since lB = lY .

2iir
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Alother way

There's another way to change the size

ofa triangle, without altering its angles.

Look at this figure:

Instead of extending the left and right
sides downwards, how about extending

them upwards?

As before, we can draw a line parallelto
the bottom side ofthe original triangle to
get a new triangle.

Now This is the



Now let's draw this superposition. Mark the point P on fZ,
at a distance a fiom Z and the point Q on ZX ata distance b

fiom Z Join these points.

Y ro

We can see that AQPZis congruentto MBC. How?

According to the way we have drawn,

PZ=a=BC, QZ=b=AC
Also, according to the relations between L,4BC and LXY Z
stated first,

ZZ: ZC

Thus two sides of M-BC and the included angle are equal

to two sides of A-l7Z and the included angle. So, these

triangles are congruent.

Thus we see that Z QPZ = ZB Slow2 ) Again, in the relation

between A4BC and AXYZ stated earlier. we have also

lB = lY .So,

tQPZ = tY
From this, we see that the line Pp is parallel to the line -17.

(How?)

Sticly math

Make a triangle \tith eerkil brts
lengths 4, 5 and 6 centimetres.

of

Norv take a small eerkkil bit and place
it within this triangle to make a small
triangle with the same angles. In what
all ways can 1ou do this? One way is

shown below.

In what other ways can you do this? If
we want to do this in several ways, how
should be the length ofthe fourth piece?

..'.:



More stick math

Cut out eerkki I bits of len gth s 3 , 4, 5 and

6 centimetres. Can you make two
triangles ofequal angles with these?

Here's one way:

Any other way?

Can we do like this?

Any other way like this?

4 cm.

Since the line Pp is parallel to the s ide XY of LXIZ,

YP TA
PZ= QZ

(See the section, Another division ofthe lesson, Geometric
Proportions.) From this we get

x a y-b
ab

Simplifuing, this gives

and hence

xI
ab

Similarly, by marking P at a distance c fromXon the side,{I

and p at a distance 6 from Xon th e side *2, we get | : f,
(Try!)

Thus we get

x,Y,
a-t - h

xlz
a- b c



Here, a, b, c are the lengths ofthe sides ofatriangle and x,

y z are the lengths ofthe sides ofanother triangle with the

same angles. ln writing down the relations between these,

we have taken the pairs (;r, a). (y, b), (2, c). What is the

scheme ofthis pairing?

We started with the kiangles l-BC and XIZ inwhtch 2,4 =
zx,tB-zYlc=tz.

The number pairs (x, a), @, D), (a c) are the lengths of the

sides opposite the pairs ofequal angles.

Now ! is the number which shows how manv times the

number x is the number a (or what part ofn is a) . The other

. y . z.
numbers i and I have similar meanings. So. r,rhat does it

mean to say that all these fractions are equal? Whatever times

(or part) we take to change the side oflength a to the side of
length x, such times (or part) is to be taken to change the

side oflength b to the side oflengthy and the side oflength

c to the side oflength z.

In other words, all these pairs oflengths are in the same

ratio. So, we can state this result about the lengths ofthe
sides of a triangle with the same angles, as follows :

ffi U ott the angles of a rriangle are equal to the

"$J angles of another triongle. rhen olt the pairs of
I 1.,,'-
).) sides opposite equol angles hove the same ratio.

:'1.

Double triangle

Suppose we have two triangles with the
same angles, in which one pair of sides

opposite equal angles have one side
double the other. It is not difficult to see

that other such pairs of sides also have

the same relation.

A

cAb
,/\
BAC yxz

Suppose that in LABC, A.ffZ shown
above, we have LX: lA, ZY: lB,
lZ= ZC and x=2a.

Let M be the mid-point of YZ. Draw
MN parallel to XZ through M.

Then LYMN is congruent to LABC.
(why?)

Now draw ly'P parallel to IZ.

AX7r'P is congruent to LYMN.
From the figure, we easily
1Z:2b and XY: 2c.

What if -r : 3a?

(why?)
see that

Y oMo z



Tiiplication

In the triangles given below, LY = 14,
lY= lB. lz- lc andr=3a.

A

AU
BCIC

So, if )'Z is divided into three equal parts
(instead oftwo, as done earlier), then the
length of each part is a.

Suppose we draw parallel lines as

before?

A

,Ab'\
BdC

From these figures, we can easily
thaty=Sbandz=3c.

Whatifr= ]a?

a

This can be shortened abit more :

Ifall the angles ofa triangle are equal to the angles of
another triangle, then the sides opposite equal angles are

proportional.

Now try these problems using the theorem just seen.

. In the figures below, we have AIBC and some other
triangles with the same angles. Write against each, the

names ofthe equal angles and the lengths ofthe equal

sides.

lK- 2
/T _ /D

lM-.....
KL - .....

LM- 12 cm

MK: .....

ZP-ZC

tQ= 14

tR - .....

PQ - .....

QR - 12 cm.

RP =.....

:-,: : 
,i

i' :'t

r. ,1



Similor T

ZU- lB
ZV= ZC

tw-.....
uv: .....

YIV'= 12 cm

Il/U - .....

Reverse question

We have seen that in two triangles with the same angles, the

sides opposite equal angles have the same ratio. In other

words, two triangles with the property that "angles are the

same", also have the propefty that "sides are proportional".

AS with other such instances in mathematics, there is a rntural

question: does apair oftriangles with the second property,

also have the hrst property? In other words, does a pair of
triangles with proportional sides also have the same angles?

Let's see. Consider the triangles shown below:

B

We have

x _y_zabc
We want to check whether the triangles have the same angles.

For that, what we do is, draw a third triangle with the same

angles as A"4BC, and which is congruentlo LXYZ.

How do we do that?

Draw a line QR of length;r and make angles equal to lB and

ZC at Q andR,to get LPQR:

ij ; ;, :r::"

Tiiangle division

A

.\
B 4C

X

-./ \,
,/\

In MBC and L\TZ, we have ZY = lA,
1

Zy - -8. zZ= .zC andx: ja
I

If wetakeir ,a-lhena -2uand,x 3u.

right? Let's draw a triangle with one side

of length a and the angles on it equal to
ZB and zC.

A
u

Now we divide the two triangles as

shown below, by means ofparallel lines,
as before:

uc

If the lengths of the other two sides

the little triangle (of one side z) made

earlier are taken as y and w, then from
these figures, we see that b = 2y, y - 3v

I
and c' 2w. z - 3w-Thus y ,b and

3z= zc

Yu u uZ



ln LPQR,

QR=x, tQ- ZB, tR= tC
So, we must also have lP - L4. (Why?) Thus the angles of
MQR are equal to the angles of MBC So, by the theorem
we have proved,

QR_RP
a b-

We actually drewMQR with p_R=r. So,

We started with

Comparing the last two equations, we get

RPvPQ, - ", and.bDc

From these, we get

RP=y61yfl PQ=2.

Thus the three sides olA PQR are equal to the three sides of
AXYZ and so these triangles are congruent. So, the angles

opposite their pairs ofequal sides are also equal:

a- tP, zY= /Q, /z- lR
We have already seen that

lP-ZA, tQ-tB, tR-zC
Thus we have

t9
C

r_RP 19a- b - c

xyz
a- b- c

z
C

j
iEfi

Irational problem

If in two triangles with the same three

angles, the ratio of one pair of sides
opposite equal angles can be expressed

in terms ofnaturalnumbers, then we can

show that the other pairs of sides also

have the same ratio, by dividing the

triangles into smaller ones, as we ha

shown.

But there are instances where the ratio
ofsides cannot be expressed in terms

rational numbers. For example, draw an

isosceles right angled triangle with the
lengths ofthe perpendicular sides i and

another isosceles right angled triangle
with the lengths ofthe perpendicular sides

"r. 
.

,/1
,lt tl 2./ 

L'-/lt ,/ lJ2,/l / 
|

t6

The angles ofboth triangles are 45',45',
90". But the ratio ofsides opposite equal

anglesisl:u[.
However small we divide one of the
perpendicular sides of one triangle, we
cannot completely fill with it,
perpendicular side ofthe other triangle.
The same is true fortie hypotenuses also.

(why?)

So, the method of dissection of the
triangles to prove equality ofratios will
not work in cases such as this.

!21



How do we state the resultjust proved?

Ifthe sides of two triangles can be so paired that
the ratio ofthe lenghts oJ BC sides paired are all
the same, then the pair of angles opposite each

ofthese pairs ofsides are equal.

We can also state this in a more concise form:

If the sides ofa triangle are proportional to the

sides of another triangle, then the angles

opposite such sides are equal.

Similarity

We saw that ifthe angles ofa triangle are all equal to the

angles ofanother triangle, then the sides ofthe two triangles

are proportional; and on the other hand, ifthe lengths ofthe

sides ofa triangle are proportional to the lengths ofthe sides

ofanother triangle, then the angles ofone friangle are equal

to the angles ofthe other.

Two triangles related in this way are said to be similar. Let's

look at some applications ofthis idea.

' Look at this figure.

ABCD is a1lapezium and its diagonals intersect at P.

Similor I

Tiiangle speciality

If the angles of a triangle are equal to
angles ofanother triangle, then their sides

are proportional; on the other hand, ifthe
sides of two triangles are proportional,
then they have the same angles. Among
polygons, only triangles have this
peculiarity.

For example, all angles ofa square and a

rectangle which is not a square, are right
angles; but the sides are not proportional.

On the other hand, a square and a
rhombus which is not a square have
proportional sides; but the angles are not
equal.



Shadow of t}re past

Remember finding the ratio oflengths
shadows of sticks in Class 7? (The
section Shadow math, of the lesson
Relations of Parts in the Class 7

textbook.)
When the shadows of many sticks were

measured at the same time, it was found
that the ratio ofthe length ofa stick and

its shadow is the same for all. Why is

this so?

Look at this picture:
+'."

Since the sun is very far away, we can

considerthe sun rays falling on the sticks

to be parallel. So, all the right angled
triangles fomed by sticks, shadows and

sun rays have the same angles. So, the
ratio oftheir sides are equal.

Look al MPB and ACPD at the bottom and the top of the
fig*". D c

What can you say about the angles atl and C in these triangles?

They are altemate angles formed by the line I C intersecting

the parallel linesl B andCD. So, they are equal.

Can you prove similarly that the other angles ofthese triangles

are also equal?

Thus these triangles are similar and so the sides opposite equal

angles are propofiional. This gives

AP _BPPC PD

In other words, the diagonals ofa trapezium intersect each

other proportionally. (Remember how we prove that the

diagonals ofaparallelogram bisect each other, in Class 8?)

. In AIBC shown below, ll is a right angle.

Draw the perpendicular fiom I to BC. Now we get

small right angled triangles also.

,i'.., , ., ,

:.ii. il ,..i I



Similor

What can we say about the angles ofthese?

Let's write ZB =.ro for convenience.

Then we getZC= (90-x)' from the right angled

triangle lBC. (llow?)

Similarly, using the rigbt angled trianglesABP andACP,

we can write other angles in terms ofx.

Thus the angles ofthe triangles IBP and ACP ne 90" ,

:r"and (90 .n)'. So, they are similar.

The angles ofour original triangle IBC are also these.

So, this triangle is also similar to M BP and MCP.

Thus in a right angled triangle, the perpendicular to the

hypotenuse from the opposite vertex divides it into

two right angled triangles, which are similar to each

other; they are also similar to the original triangle. L3X

Ancient shadow

We know the story of the Gree
mathematician Thales finding the
from shore to ship, using the idea o
congruent triangles. (The sectio
Congruency in action of the lesso
Congruent Triangles in the Class
textbook.)

There's another story about Thales.
King of Egypt asked Thales to
the height ofa Pyramid, so the story
Thales' method is recorded thus:
erected his staff at the end of th
Pl ramid's shadow and showed that in
triangles formed by the sun rays, the rati
ofthe shadows is equal to the ratio of
staff and the Pyramid."

Look at the picture below:

;rji,:t



Lens math

The picture below shows how a lens

forms the image ofan object:

oB is rhe oblect and lMis the image.

the lens, the distance to the object is zr,

the distance to the image is v and the

distance to the focus isf
Since ACIM and LCOB are similar. we
have,

t, IM
uOB

And since LFIM arrd AFC,4 are similar,
we have

y,f rM
faa

SincelC = OB, these equations give

r-5-I -l :u- | f '

Diving this equation by v, we get

and from this

111

111

let's conlinue with the last example a bit more. We denote

the lengths ofthe sides of L,4BC by a, b, c as shown
below: A

Let's also name the lenglhs ofthe pieces ofBC that the

peryendicular from I divides it int o , as p and q .

qC
a "-- - '-'-'.---...' -- '.'..'.' -..-...->

In the similar trian gles ABC and ACP, the sides opposite

equal angles me proportional. In these triangles, the sides

opposite the angle ofx have lengths 6 and q; and the

sides opposite the right angle have lengths a and b. So,

ba
qb

From this, we have

b2=aQ

Similarly in A.4BC and M-BP, using the proportionality

ofthe sides opposite the angle of(90 -x)" and the right
angle, we get

and this gives

c2 _ 0p.

Adding the equations b2 = aq and c2 - ap,we get

b, + c2 = aq + ap = a(q + p)

Butp+4=a,dght? so,

CO
Pc

b2+c2=a2



Similor T

But this is the PJthagoms Theorem! Thm we can prcve

Pythagoras Theorem using the properties of similar
triangles.

Now try these problems on your own:

. ln atriangle, a line is drawn parallel to one side and a

small triangle is cut off.

Prove that the triangle cut offis similar to the original

niangle.

In the fint problem, ifthe parallel line drawn is tlrough

the mid-point ofone side, then how much ofthe area

ofthe original triangle is the area ofthe small triangle?

In the picture below, the sides ofthe two triangles are

parallel:

Prove that they are simi lar.

Reciprocal relation

Two sticks are erected upright on the
ground and a piece of rope is stretched
taut from the top of each string to the
bottom ofthe other:

A

B

In the picture above,AB, CD arethe

D

and AD, CB are the ropes. The
is how far above the ground do the
cross.

Let's denote the various lengths as

in the picture below:
A

and from the similar triangles CDB
EFB, we get

!!
b- d

Adding these two equations, we get

p+q d+ - = -- = - = L

ahLtd

Dividing this equation byx, we get

111
;=;+t

From the similar tr iangles ABD and EFD,
we get

!_!



Py'thagoras Theorem

The proof of the Plthagoras Theorem
using similar lriangles can be seen in

Euclid's Elements.

The proof we have given in the lesson,

Pythagoras Theorem in the Class 7
textbook is due to the ninth century Arab
mathematician Thabit ibn Qurra.

There are several different methods o

proving the Plthagoras Theorem. Some

ofthese can be found in the webpage

www.cut.the.knot. org/plthasoras

Third way

We have seen two ways to show that two triangles are similar:

either prove that they have the same angles or prove that their

sides are proporlional.

There's a third way; if apair ofsides are proportional and their

included angles are equal, then also the triangles are similar.

Let's see how we prove this.

Suppose in MBC and AKIZ, we have

tz- Lc

As before, we prove that the triangles are similar by means of
a third triangle, similar to MBC and congruent to AKIZ.

So again, draw QR oflength x and draw angles equal to ZB
and ZC at Q and R, to make MpR.

Thus in APpR

QR=x, zQ = tB, tR- tC
Two angles of APpR are equal to two angles of MBC and so

the third angles are also equal. Thrs the two triangles are similar.

x _y
a - b'

:4
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So, we get

Since pR = x, this becomes

.r_ RP !9
abc

since we have assumed at the beginning that

, this gives

So, we must have

RP-t

Now two sides of A PQR are equal to two sides of
AX)'Z. Their included angles, namely lRand lZ,arc
also equal. So, these two fiangles me congnrent. @o
you see the difference from the proofofthe earlier

result?) So, the angles opposite the equal sides in these

triangles are equal. That is,

1x - _P. tY- zQ. 12 - /R
We have seen earlier that

tP = zA, zQ= ZB, lR = tC
So, we frrally have

LY = ZA, lY= L8, lZ -lC
Thus A IBC and A XY Z are simllar.

How do we state this result we have proved?

If two sides ofa triangle are proportional to tv)o

sides of another triangle and if their included

angles are equal, then the triangles are similar

Similor

Similarity and parallelism

How do we check whether two triangular
objects are congruent? We see ifthey can

be placed one over the other in such a way
that all three sides coincide.

How about checking for similarity? We

need only see if they can be placed one

over the other in such a way that all three

sides are parallel.

Now
x _yab

A4 RP ,IQ
a- b c

YRP
b- b

'€il I ,,...



Similarity and congruence

Iftwo triangles are congruent, then they
are also similar (Congruent triangles have

the same angles; also the ratio of each

pair of sides opposite equal angles is
1:l)

But two similar triangles may not be

congruent.

Look at a comparison of these two
concepts:

. If two triangles have their sides

proportional, then they are similar;
they are congruent only ifsides are

equal.

. Il t$o triangles have two pairs o
angles equal, then they are similar;
they are congruent only iftwo pairs

ofangles and their common side are

equal.

. lf two triangles have two pairs o
sides proportional and their included
angles equal, then they are similar;
they are congruent only if two pairs

ofsides are equal and their included

angles are equal.

Let's see some problems done with the help of this.

. In the figure below, MandNare the mid-points of the

sides lB and,,1C of L4BC.

So, in A4BC and M,41N, we have

AM \_ANAB2AC
Also, the angle included between the sideslMandlN
of A4,44r' and the angle included between the sidesl-B
ard AC of MBC are the same, namely angle 24. Thus

these two aiangles are similar.

So, the other angles ofthese triangles are also equal.

This mears

LAMN - ZABC

From this, we see that BC and lfr,l are parallel. (How?)

Another thing : since the triangles are similar, we also get

MNAMl
BC ,qA - Z

So, what have we lound out?

In a triangle, the line j oining the mid-points of two sides

is parallel to the third side and is halfas long.

In MBC, shown below, M and N are the mid
points oflC andlB. A

,:t.:



Similor T

We have mentioned in Class 8 that the point G where

the lines BMand CN intersect, divides -BMin the ratio

2 : 1 . (The section Cent€r ofa triangle, olthe lesson,

Ratio and Proportion)

Let's now see how we can prove this. Join,411y'.

As seen in the last example, the line ,l4r'is parallel to

,BC and is halfas long.

Now mark the mid-points P and Q of BG altd CQ
join them with M and N to lorm the quadrilateral

PQfuIN

The line Pp joins the mid-points of the sides GB and

GC of LGBC. So, Pp is parallel to BC and is half as

long.

Look at this picture.

Height and width

Some lines parallel to the base of the
triangle are drawn. The length of such
a line increases as its distance from the
top vertex increases, right? Is it
proportional?

o ---. -- --- >

Since A"4PR, A,4BD are similar

Again, since A,4p_R and MCD are similar

From these equations, we get

So,

2 u+y p+,1 _ !!
hh

For different parallel lines as above, the
numbers x and y change, but a and ft
don't. In other words, the ratio of r and

y does not change. (See the section,
Problem of proportion of the lesson

C i rc les.;

j

h
i

!_ L y,q
x h' x - h



Altitudes

The two triangles shown below
similarwith

a_ ! _. X

z

Draw the altitudes through I and -tr.x

DC

ThenAlBDand LXYP are also similar
(why?) So,

So, the altitudes ofthe two triangles also

have the same ratio as the sides.

Now a question: ifthe length of each side

of a triangle is double that of another

triangle, how many times the area ofthe
second is that ofthe first?

Thus the lines Pp and M1y' are parallel and are ofthe
same length. Now look at AGPQ and AG,l4r'. The lengths

ofthe sides Pg and MN are equal; also, since these

lines are parallel, the angles on these sides in the two
triangles are equal. (How?) Thus these triangles are

congment.

So,

GP =GM

NowP is the mid-point ofBG, so that

BP -PG

Thus we get

BP =PG=GM

If we denote these equal lengths by x, then
BG = BP + PG -2x and GM= x. That is, the point G

divides the line BM in the ratio 2 : 1.

In the same way, we can show that CG : GN:2 : 1 .

Another point: suppose, instead ofj oining the vertices B
and C with the mid-points of their opposite sides, we
joinl and B withthe mid-points oftheir opposite sides.

As we saw above, they intersect at the point which
divides BC in the ratio 2 : 1; that is at G in the above

discission.

So, what do we see here?

The three linesjoining the vertices ofa triangle with the

mid-points ofthe opposite sides, intersect at the same

point; and this point divides each ofthese lines in the

ratio 2 : 1 . (We have mentioned in Class 8 that this point

is called the centroid ofthe triangle.)



Similor T

Now some problems for you to try

. The circles shown below have the same centre O.

Prove Ihar AOAB and AOPQ are similar.

. Prove thatthe fourtriangles got byjoiningthe midpoints

ofa triangle are a.ll congruent and that they are similar

to the original triangle.

Prove that byjoining the midpoints ofany quadrilateral,

we get a parallelogram.

Inthe last problem, for what kind ofquadrilateral do

we get a rectangle by j oining the mid-points?

Similarity of polygons

We have noted that for polygons

than triangles, equality ofangles does

imply proportionality ofthe sides norvr
versa. So, we define two polygons to
similar if their angles are equal and

sides propofiional.

For example, the rectangles shown be

are similar-

But the parallelograms shown below
not similar (Why?)

p /--------------7v/
2cn.

3 cm.

Look at these parallelogram again:
the diagonals lengthened in the same rati
as the sides?

Another point can also be noted. Al
squares are similar; so are all
pentagons. In short, any two regu
polygons ofthe same number ofsides
similar. (Why?)

2 cm.

E

5

3 crn.



Similar shapes

, two objects or pictures are said

o be similar, ifthey have the same shape,

they may be ofdifferent sizes. For
le, a photograph and it enlargement

reduction are similar. (We have seen

examples ofthis in the lesson Ratro
Proportion in the Class 8 textbook.)
k at these pictures:

are similar
any ofthe pictures below similarto those

1

the firsr one. rhe height is increased.

ut the length is not increased
ionally; in the second,the length is

creased, but the height is not increased

. In the figure below, G is the centroid of MBC.

A

Prove that the fian Ses AGB, AGC, BGC have the same

area.

Prove that in a triangle, a line dividing two sides

proporlionally is parallel to the third side.




